
                  

 
 

                  
                 DELHI PUBLIC SCHOOL, GANDHINAGAR 

Academic session 2019-20 
Holiday Homework (Nursery) 

 

Enjoying the summer vacation is the best time for the children so just learn good values in 

this summer and make it memorable:- 

1. Explore outside:-Being outside in nature is important for all children, fresh air, exercise 

and observation of the natural world are synonymous with childhood. See what your 

kids can discover about the area around your house and about themselves. 

2. Go Stargazing:- Summer is the perfect time to go stargazing. It isn’t too cold at night and 

a family snuggle on a blanket looking up at night sky is an enjoyable way to learn 

together. 

3. Play in sand:-Sure, It’s messy, there’s something about digging and piling and making 

trenches that is just fun. 

4. Make forts:-No matter your age, making and playing in fort made out of pillows, 

blankets and couch cushions with your kids is a lot of fun. 

5. Plan an impromptu weekend picnic:-Spending good time with children will help them 

to connect and communicate better with the outer world. 

6. Develop good habit:-To develop the good habits teach kids to keep their things at right 

places and keep your surrounding neat and tidy. 

7. Spend the quality time:-“Family time is the best time of the world” enjoy it with indoor 

games, Narrate the story instead of gadget. 

8. Reduce global warming:-To reduce the global warming plant the trees with your family 

members and water them every morning and see them growing and blooming. 

9. Participating in volunteer work:-Involve your child into several volunteer works based 

on their age. It can be a cleanliness drive, spending a day at an orphan or an old age 

home. It is the best age to teach them empathy and compassion. 

10. Watch educational movies. 

 



DELHI PUBLIC SCHOOL – GANDHINAGAR 
L K.G HOLIDAY HOMEWORK (2019 -20) 

 
Holidays are all about sweet memories. Capture these moments and let your 
ward share the same with their peers. 
 
 Let’s do some reading: Grandparents/Parents to read a simple story or 

rhyme.  
 
 
 Help mummy to clean up your cupboards. Donate your old clothes, story 

books or toys to needy children and experience how you can bring a smile 
on someone’s face. 
 

 
 Plant a tree and take care of it.   

 
 Thrice a week do yoga and exercises. 

 

 
 To develop good habits learn to keep your things in the right places and 

also help keep your surroundings clean and tidy. 
 

 Try a new recipe in cooking without fire with your mom. 
 

 Take an outline image of cake and birthday cap on A-4 size paper and fill 
them with your favourite colour. 
 

Click photographs of any 2 above mentioned activities and send it along with the 
colouring sheets when the school re-opens. 
Give your ward regular practice of all concepts taught in class to help keep in 
touch with academics and to enable them to do well in assignments. 
 

 

 



 

Delhi Public School, Gandhinagar 

Holiday Homework-UKG 

1. Reading is fun: Parents have to narrate a story every week 

and discuss the moral behind it with children. Kindly paste 

related pictures of any two stories along with name on a 

colourful A-4 size paper. 

 

2. Let’s play with shapes: Draw and colour four 

basic shapes (circle, square, triangle and rectangle) on an 

A-4 size paper.  

 

3. Love your grandparents: Children will spend quality 

time with their grandparents by playing, helping, sharing 

and caring.  

 

4.  Be fit and smart: Thrice a week do yoga, exercise and 

play some outdoor games. 

 

 

5. Enjoy cooking without fire: Make any one dish with the help 

of your father.   

 

 

6.  Let’s revise: Kindly do pages from 16 to 26 in Hindi 

work book. Take care of the book and send it on 17
th
 June, 

2019. 

 

 

 Note: Click photographs of the activity no 3, 4, 5 and prepare a 

collage of it on a colourful A4 size paper. 

 Compile the four pages together and send them by 17
th

 June, 2019. 

 Give your ward regular practice of all concepts taught in class, this 

will help them to be in touch with academics and to enable them to 

do well in assignments. 

 


